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and D-Pad - For PC, Xbox One, Xbox Series X & S - Â Black
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With interchangeable thumbsticks and two interchangeable D Pads, swap between optimized
thumbstick heights and shapes, and quickly change between a tilting or individual D Pad button
layout
The Razer Wolverine Ultimate comes loaded with a slew of extra buttons for advanced gaming 2
remappable Multi Function bumpers, 4 Multi Function triggers and a Quick Control Panel
With the remapping function both on the fly or with Razer Synapse for Xbox , you can master next
level techniques like moving and aiming with both thumb sticks
Show off your personal style with Razer Chroma's wide selection of lighting effects and stunning
profiles, completely customizable through Razer Synapse for Xbox
Optimized ergonomics that stays comfortable after hours of practice, and interchangeable parts so it
adapts to your hands and playstyleCustomize to Conquer
Razer Wolverine Ultimate for Xbox One
Play anywhere with the Razer Wolverine Ultimate, the most customizable controller for competitive
play both on Xbox One & PC. From interchangeable thumbsticks & D-Pad to a total of 6 remappable
Multi-Function Buttons, the Razer Wolverine Ultimate can be adapted to suit your individual needs.
Razer Chroma Lighting
Show off your personal style with Razer Chromaâ€™s wide selection of lighting effects and stunning
profiles, completely customizable through Razer Synapse for Xbox. Experience deeper immersion
with integrated games and watch the lighting effects react to your gameplay.
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Gear Up
Complete your setup with a Razer headset and arcade stick for the ultimate gaming experience from
the #1 Best-Selling Gaming Peripherals Manufacturer in the US via NPD Group Inc, 2017-2021
Razer Atrox for Xbox One
The Razer Atrox Arcade Stick Xbox One controller is a tournament-grade fighting machine built to
enhance your gaming prowess.
Learn More
Razer Thresher for Xbox One
The Razer Thresher for Xbox One is the complete dongle-free wireless audio solution. On top of
delivering lag-free audio immersion, this premium headset also focuses on indisputable comfort.
Learn More
Razer Rogue 15.6" Backpack
The Razer Rogue is built to withstand the elements. The matte black exterior is designed to be
tear-resistant and withstand whatever youâ€™re your life throws at you.
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